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CAILDROOD DEVIANCE AS A DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS: A STUDY
OF 223. URBAN SLACK MX FROM figt1:31, TO 18

Behaviors in childhood that, can -be described aseviant are of

;.great prictical interest.bicause of the difficulties they cause parents,

/teachers,.peers, and the community, and as predictors of many aspects

. .

'if- adult wife '(Robins,

'1966). The-more varied, serious, and frequent the deviance,of child-
, (--

Isood, the.greater the risk of its predicting later maladjustment. Yet We

"know very little about how childhood deviance becomes varied, serious,

and frequent. Family and dadogi'aphic factors such as parental deviance,

disturbed hones, delinquent siblings, and poverty are useful predictors

.othat sore form of deviance will occur, but they are not sufficiently

specific in predicting its quantity, variety, or type.

Uhat shoeld we make of the fact that sonic children exhibit,a great

'Variety of deviant behaviors? It cou'd have several meanings.,4 First, .

we mould be misled. Committing deviant acts might be a purely random

process, in S:hich we identify children in the tail of-the distribution

as distinct only when they cross a "badness" threshold that we impose

on. the facts as an observer.

Second, it could mean that some children are intrinsically more.

at risk of deviance than others, whether as a result of genetic or

envirommental influences or both. This predisposition to deviance

-might be one of three typesa general predisposition to dcr whateVer

is socially disapproved, no matter what it is;

it a. ht be a susceptibility to one special

fo= of deViance, such as truancy, which when added tm other types.of

devisaei that occur by chance makes-usperceIwi the children as'

3

indulginvin an unusunLveriety'of-disapOroved behaviors;

be a tendenly to act precociously, in which cast the childria are

called deviant-only bedause they do early what,uill be permitted:when

they are adults'(i.e., they are "status" deviants).

.Thirdi-devience may hive its own developmental process, which

ence.started leads from one type of deviance-to another, unless social

- controls effectively interrupt it. That dridiopmental,proceSs could

be a quantitative one in which,the likelihood of committing an untried

deviant behavior depends principally on the number of,other types of

deviance already tried --or 9qualitative ones where.certain specific

acts are-necessary or nearly necessary stepping stones to others.

We can be:reasonably sure that childhood deviance is not a'purely

readoni:process.sirce we can already predict rather reliably which

young cuildrenlwill be devlant. We do this in two'ways--one consieteit'

with a "predisposition" hypothesis, the other with a "developmental"

hypothesis. Predicting that children of inadequate parents.and from

impoverished neighborhoods will be'devkant means assuming they have a

genetically or enVirOementally.prOduced predisposition. Predicting

that - children who disobey the teacher in first gradevill be delinquents

casemes a,natural progression from one ty0e.of deviance to. another --

i.e., a developmental process. Of course, this inference of progression

would be incorrect if the same genetic and environmental factors pre-

dieted both-types of deviance, but at different ages..

'This paper seeks evidence for a developmental process in chIldhaod

deviance. Describing that prOcess, it it exists, has boththeoretital

and practical importance. On-the theoretical lesial, it should assist

in integrating the study of deviant behavior into the field of child

, .



Aiiiiint concentrated almost entirely on positive.

Achievements: physical growth, neurological maturation, and the &equip

iition,oi intellectual skills.

ar

Further, it contributes to the efforts of

the many social theorists (Cloward and Ohlin, Jessor et al., Kaplan)

who have been struggling to develop a theoretical system that handles

the interaction between opportunities and pressures to deviance '

provided-by the social environment and. the individual's perceptions

of ,those.opportonities and pressures, perceptions that must in part
i.

grow out of his'awn earlier behavior. On the practical loyal, knowing

the natural course of the development of devianCe could suggest'botli.

the degree of urgency and the best timing of intervention to prevent

.progressionfron less sericts to more serious forms.

0
To discern whether there is evidence for a developmental process

of deviance and if so whether it is both a quantitative process,,in

which committing any one deviant behavior makes all others more likely,

aMd a qualitative one, in which committing certain specific behaviors

cakei committing another specific behavior more likely, we will use

tePatterns and sequencing of the age-dated initiations of 13 deviant

behaviors during the childhoods of 223,young black men.

lje will begin'by defining the behaviors selected and sharing their.

frequency And the-range of ages at which they first occurred. We will

5. 4

then demonstrate what we Already sErongly suspectthat the nu:Ow-of'

deviant Behaviors per child is-netsthe product of a purely sandOm

process.

rt

Next we will consider what kinds of correlations shopld'be expected

among acts beginning at various ages and affecting varying proportions

of a population if there is
g developmental process, and if it,ii (a)

quantitative or (b) qualitative: If the findings are consistent with

a developmental pattern, we will next try to establish which acts lead

twhich other acts. To do this,,we will need to take into account

their order of appearance, while
controlling for variation in the

periods at risk and variation in-the number-and types of other tehav,-
0

.lors that may render. Appirent_caUsal/relationships-spurious..
Onee__We

have established what seem to be causal connections between behaviors:,

we will evaluate their practical importance
for those interested in

prediction or intervention.

In the presentaper we will not try to compare the importancs.of

a developmental process with the importance of either predispositions

to deviance (whether inborn or environmentally-created) or of social,
a

controls in determining the choice of deviant acts or the likelihood

of transitions from one form of deviance to another. Obviouslypridiv

position and social; controls are extremely important. But th;are

also the focuof most prior research on devianceour own along with

that of others. It is rather-on the lens-neglected topic of deviance

", as a-devAlopientei,procec., is its own right.that ve wilf. focus, leaving

throader integration fOr the futw.e.

it
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' METHODS
_

The-,priseit:paper islirt-of a follow-up study of normal,blackira.

iiheirmamts verm,selected.froMelementarTschool records, and they were

Located and interviewed in,their early thirties. In interview, each

, ; 1
SuAoject Was asked about a-series of behaviors and their age of initia- .

Imedditien, school and police records'were collected, proxidittg-
. .

lates.of opset_Of school problems ind date of first police contact.

dati make possible the study of the sequence of onsets.

The current studylas important limitations. The sample is sma71

and homogeneous. It consists enlrely of Si. Louis born+and-

iSated black males bora in'the early 1930's. Only 13 deviant behaviors

..oui,of the many-one-could:Imagine investigating were dated to allow

studying their onsets. While the school and police records were made

OnteMporameously-wich the commission of the behaviors and so must be

assumed to be correctly dated, the age at onset for other behaviors

was ebtainedA4 rekrospectiomat the age of approximately 33. Obviously .

-these men did not always correctly recall the age of first occurrence

of each of these behaviors. Ages reported'appear to have some validity,

nonetheless, since we found age of reported first alcohol and first

:drug use to be powerful predictors of both self-reported and record.

'Imdicators of degree of adult drug and alcohol involvement (Robins and

lbarphy, 1967; Robins al., 1960.

It is also possible that men may'have omitied telling us about

some of their childhood deviance. However, a survey of official ree- 0

or4s has shown their checkable statements about past deviance to be

remarkably valid. For instance, every man who had a police or Federal

';ureau of Narcotics record indicating heroin abuse reported heroin use

in interview. Thuswe-belleya,intentionerdenial of childhood deiLanca

to be iaie.

We are also optimistic about the generalizability of our findings

deipite the small homogeneous sample, since we have already shown that ,
>1.%

.the childhood predictors of adult psychiatric status in this Sample-

are very similar to'those discovered lbm,our previous study of whites

of an older generation (Robins et al.,.1971).

Selection of the sample.

The criteria fur eligibility for the study were being mile,,borm,

in St. Louis betwein 1930 and,1934, attending for six years or.more a

St. Louis public eleMentary school serving the black community, having__

in intelligence quotient (IQ) Score of st least 6, while in' elementary.

school, and guardian's name and occupation appearing on the school.

record. The total.,!.:iiulation of eligible boys was 930; 240 of these

were initially seleofjd for follow-up. The sample was designed to-
.

provide 30,men is eaeta.-ehe eight categories created by taing all

coibinations of three dichotomized school-record variables: father's

-ipreaence or absence, guardian's occupation at Ate lowest.level Versus

a higher level, moderate or severe school problems versus mild prob-

lems or none. The distributions of IQ scores, year of birth and num-

ber of addrewsea at which the boys were known to have lived during

elementary school were matched across all eight groups. Thelevel of '

breadwinner's occupation and the distribution of the nature and-ieribus-,

ness of elementary-school problems were matched across the four groups

composing eachlalf of a dichotomy in order to avoid, for exar_ple,

children from iatact homes being predominantly grade repeaters, while,

children from broken homes, were predominantly truants. 'Additional

v 8



;'stitching was done"Withi, the halves of the father-present-or-absent

4-iihotomy4or the father's continued absen:le or presence whei the boy

-

,isafAe high school.

Men who had not lived in the St. Louis area at all during the

Lilt .
six years were discarded from the sample and replaced by the best

matching of the temaining.pool of eligible cases. A statement by a

.-'relative or by the-gin himbilf, or a death certificate before 1959,

Was required as evidende of-a can's not meeting the residence criter-

ion. Because of non-residence or death, 87 men were eliminated.

In the category "father absent, high occupation and no school

:'problems',' all:eligible cases in the pool-were exhOuste-4-Iiiaii-a

sample of 25 instead of the desired 30 cases in-this category. This .

final samplethen, consists of 235 men whose elehentarplsehool rec-

oids showed half With school problems, half without; half with father.

in the home, half without; half with guardians Who were unemployed,

,do=aStic servants or laborers, and half with zuardians_in better jobs;

all with IQs of 85 or higher and all born in St. Louis between 1930

and 1934.

The simple selection procedures were relevant to the general

purposes of the study--to test hypotheses about the independent

effects of social class, antisocial fathers, and own early deviance,

on adult adjusthent-Amt are not relevant to the issues which the;

Present piper addresses.

Because the sample was selected in this special way, it ii

,weightel:properly to make it representative of the populations from

which it was selectedblack males born in St. Louis between 1930-

_1934 who attended public-sehool for at least six years and who bad

9d

OP

an IQ of l.5 or higher. However, it should be 'remembered that the

gible population itself is special one.

In 1963 and 1966 interviews were obtained for 423 of. these younf;

men, 221 With them petsonally and two witherelatives,a men who l id

died within the, six years prior to interview. The current paper omits

the-12 (5%) not interviewed. Sine. all these young =en grew up in tlaa

same era and in the same community, school and police records provide

complete and comparable data from which to assess their scbool behavior

and juvenile arrest histories.

The deviant aces.

The 13 deviant behaviors which we will considers arei I) elemen-

tary school academic problehs (FAIL), defined as elementary school
,

records showing at least three quarters held back, and at least-one of .

these in Grade Three or later or placement in special class or school

for the educationally handicapped; 2) behavior problehs in elementary

school (ABSENCE) as indicated by school records showing more than 201

of school days missed in at'leastlive quarters, at least onelof these

iwCrade Three or liter, or notations of truancy or expulsion or trani

fer to a refoimatory;.3) leaving school before graduation from high.

school (DROPOUT), as indicited on.schodl records by.perhanent with-
. .

drawal before high school graduation or temporary withdrawal for a

semester-ar more; 4) lUvenile.Offense (ARREST), as indicated by ad
'1

1!,

police record of an offense prior to age I8'or juvenile Outt record
eA

r eiulting' froctthe child's own ilsbehavior (records 'resulting from

parental neglect, adoption or temporary, placement are excluded); 5)

precocious use of,aleohol (DRINK)- defined as interview reports

taking a first drink of alcohol 11dt:we the ago of 15; 6) preCocloss



=1,

'(MAR.1);-8) uiCof barbiturates before age 18 (BARB); 9)-t4'e.of azphe-

'Intercoursehef4e the ago. of 1%. 7).use of marijuana before age 18 ,

seiusl:experience (SEX) as indicated by intervie..., report of first

.

.

.
..

. . 4'

teminis before age 18.(AYXH); 10) use ok opiates before age f8 (OPIATE);
.

..
. . ..

. ,.
12):leaving the parental home--to live on his own before age18 (LEFT

.-

11.0:1); 14marriage before4ge,18.(HARIIIA0E); and 13) developing

alcohol problems such as "the shakes".or\family complaints before age

:18 (ALC PROB).. As noted:above, ',he first four of Ehese variables Tome,
. . e
. , .

Iron records, theremlindee-from%etrettpective report.

It,w111 be' noted that sex anddr4king were counted only if Xhey
.

.

-Occurred beforc'age 15. This age was chosen because after 15'both

behaviors vera so common that it was-hard to believe that they could

1

.

-have been considered deviant iri'the local subculture. Failure and ,

. . . .

absence-also have a cut -offagelelow 15 because Children wereno

longer'in elementary school after that tine.

. .

School problems present a unique difficulty in assigning a and-

of initiation. Children can be occasionally absent or temporarily.

'behind theii classmates in achievement without being considered by OA

'school as hiving a.problem. School problems are recurrent difficulties.

" A
Uhei then doessuch behavior "begin"-twhen_the child takes the first

step that eventuates in hIs meeting the criterion or' when he pikes the

final step that puts him over the criterion threshold? We chose du'

,former definition, assessing academic and"behavior problems on the

basis of the whole elementary school record, and for thmae who

ficd'as haviig had problems at cone tine during elementary school,

counting the earliest age-at which that problem behavior appelrAd.
. .

itusi seem odd to consider school failure as form of devianCe.

i

However, since all members of-the sample hed IQ scores of at least 85,

a level more than adequAte for:progressing normally through iiemeatary

school, failure coulcUbe interfereted as a behavior problem.. Q-

RESULTS'

Frequency and age of initiation for 13 behaviors.

The 13 iehiviOrs varied,in frequency, age' of first'initistiosand
.. 0

t

whether they oecurredlitedominehtly early %r late in.the age span at

risk. Table 1 showethat the proportion ot children committing these

igehavioilvaried fro;;;56X-Who had sex experience bafore,15 to only 3X

who %feed opiates before 18.

I 0
. Ages offir3telemintary school failure and absen6ecould not pre-

..i

cede agetaf-eihool entry at six, pad marriage; 'hick waited on Puberty,
;. , ' .._ ....._ .

..did
:

not Opur before14. klcohol"problemtehad to wait on some drinking;

/ (TABLE 1 SERE)

, . e
experience. Othlrwise,.hers.were no absolute lower limits Las the

/ P
not infrequent prePubeital sex-eiperiehte shows). Sex, drinking, emit

arrests occurred -iniyereAthildren evert before school age, and first

marijuana use and leaving home also occasionally occurred very 'arch.

Other drug use and alcohol problems occurred only in adolescence.

Elementary school problemswere diitinct from other behaviors,in

that they began early or not,at.i....1. .Befoie their eighth birthday,.

0

more than half the children whoould ever be sericasly held back or
.

truant had aireadybeenrso. For411 other behaviors, time majority of
re. ,

firit occurrences were'found in the "Alit three Years of theperiod at
k .

. .

risk, defined as the period from the 46liest age et which anychild
-.

showed thi:behaviortto tba'cut -off age of .5 or 18. The behaviors

'that occurred last of all ;iia' opiate use, leaving h- o;.S, .sat.rarrying.

00.
1

-

r
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the" adcumUlan of initiations at the end of their childhood

risk peridds suggested,that we night be witnessing the beginning of

iccelerating r4tes-, To learn yhether acceleration with aging occurred

_tdr All behavi*other than school problems, we extended our look at

_in tiations fer.twoadditional years.(Figure 1). To reveal possible

(FIGURE 1-ABOUT HERE)

acceleration, initiation rates were calcullited based only on those who

entered 41a7yeit of age without yet having corAitted the act in ques-

aid thus were at risk, of initiating the act at that age.
6

We fdund, as expected, that rates of school absence and failure

-did'not accelerate with aging. Indeed, rates of onset of ABSENCE rap-
.

'idly declined-after seven, reaching close to zero by age ten. FAILURE

also began to decline after seven, reaching a low; steady level by age
A

nine.

The behaviors which were still accelerating. at the end of the

childhood risk period and continued at high levels for two years there-

after wiriSEX.,ALCOHOL, MARRIACE,'MARIJUANA, and LEFT HOME.. ARREST

continued to accelerate until the end of the childhood period, but

declined thereafter. We investigated the possibility that this decline

was due to entering the military, but we found that those who were not

inducted also had a decline1in arrest liability after 17. DROPOUT

peaked at 16 (the legal age for leaving school) and then declined

steadily, in large part because So.many.graduated at 8.

For drugs oth*than marijuana, AMPH, OPIATE, and BARB-rateaof

initittion remaineu virtually flat 4nd close to zero. The same pattern

'was seen for ALC PROB.,

13

-3-

O

A patternsof accelerating onsets at the end%of "childhodd" is one

way of_opeiationalizing the concept of "status deviance", those-behav-

iors considered deviant in children but acceptable in adults. Accord-
,

ing to our results there were five` such behaviors, four of which we

would have so identified a priori. Almost every urban male eventually

has sex experience,. drinks, leaves home. and Marries. The questionable

one of the five is MARIJUANA. Marijuana use never became the norm-in

this simple. Eventually not quite half the sample tried it. Apparent-

.

ly one must consider not only acceleration but slope in judging what

and 'is not "status deviance". The rise in marijuanA initiations-

was much less steep with the approach of adulthood than was the rise

in the other four behaviors, perhaps reflecting social pressure against

marijuana use which, although stronger for younger than older persons,

does not dp:appear with maturity. '

The fact that hard drug use did'not follow marijuana's pattern of

A
increasing risk with aging may seem surprising, given the fact that

marijuana has repeatedly been shown to precede hard drug. use. We shoWed

in an earlier paper (Robins and Murphy, 1967), however, that those who

begin marijuana at :n early age ire t; sauch greair risk of progression,

to hard drugs than those With later-onset.--The flat curves of hard

drug onsets despite the rising marijuana curves simply, expresses this

finding graphically: the additidn of new late onset users of marijuana

is not .reflected in corresponding incrementain the use of other drugs.

Is the number of deviant acts randomly distributed? )

On an average, men in our sample reported having committed (or
. °

their school and police records showed the commission of) 3.2 of

_
-13-bikaiv&rs vt"b4vei contideri.d. latils na r.azi committed- all 11 of-

.

14



---these4actsvege-did-commit.12T-he failed only to maim before age 18.

(Tina' 2 ABour HERE)

'In Figure 2, we find the distribution of number of acts committed

. .

; , least ones strongly skewed toWard the left or lower end. A distri-

bution skewed toward'ihe left suggests a possible Poisson distribution.

af,the,number of ,acts had a-Poisson distribution,we would assume the

variety, of deviant.acmwas theresult of a random process and there

. would be no necessity 'for any causal explanations, much less for posit-

-ing alevelopmental model.

-When-wi,tested-lor-goodnestef fit to-a-Poisson distribution, bow

ever,e found our results significantly different from expected values

0:242.2,.dfs8, 0(.0001). As Figure 2 shows, our distribution has too

many cases at both the lover and upper ends of the distribution to fit

the. Poisson model. Still, the distributioM"might be random, but not

Poissbn- However,, when we tested it against the binomial distribution,
0

assuming 13 independent trials, we again got a highly significant dif-

fer.dce (o.4.14, pc.0001)".

Testing for the occur.ence of a developmental process.

Having identifi-i the commission of deviant behaviors as a non-

random process, we have grounds fOr exploring whether there may not

be a-developmental process going on. There need not be, since a

-departure from randomness could be entirely explained by background

'variable's which have made some children relatively immune to deviance

or others relatively deviance-prone or which have affected liability .

to certain of the behaviors we i.re investigating.

_

The present paper will not be able to prove that relationships

we find between behaviors can be,attributed to 'a developmental process,

1.5

_

since we cannot rule-out-these other possibilities. liewever, we,eata.

describe the kind of relationships between acts we would expect to set

if there is a developmental.proceis.at work, and learn to what extent

the relationships found are consistent with such patterni.

A first expectation, if there is a developmental process, is that

acts that are most-common should be those 'that occur earliest ih

hood. As a coiollary,a6ts typically occurring late should imply the

previous commission of many other acts. This follows from the fact

that in -a developmental process, a lateestage can-be- reached only

'after haVingpaseed:through an earlier stage. A simple paradigm is

that of height.!rwhere there are fewer people at least six feet tall

than at least fivcieet tall and all six-footers have at sore time

Passed every fixed increment in-height between four and-sixfeet,.

while five-footers have pissed only half as many.

The expected relationships were indeed'found. 'The rank eider

_correlation between min.:aces-frequency rank (with the highest frequen-

cy ranked 1) and 441 rank by median at, at initiation ?as -.70, and

.between its frequencyria and the number of other acts also committed

was -.93. Thus rare acts occur late and imply haying committed =any

other aces..

k A second expectatihnii there is"adevelopmental process is that

deviant acts should be intercorrelated,-since if a later stage can be

reached only by passing through an earlier one, any contingency table

involving tfso acts 'that are part of the process will have one ;ero

cell,'for the case where the later act is positive and the earlier act"

is negative. Intexcorrelationbetween pairs of behaviors were indeed-

common, positive, and strong (Table,2). Of the 78 2x2 contingency
-

16
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#bIss:gontisted by-13),ehaviors, 73 were positive and 42 (542) wer!-

-statistically significant and positive (p<.05, two-tailed), 21 times

. .
(TA3LE 2 AZOUT-P.ERE) .

'the mumber of significant positive relationships expected by chance.

tindsed, 20 (26%) were significant at the p<.001 level, 513 tines the

mumber that should have been significant by chance. Every one of the

13.behaviors was significantly related to at least one other behavior.

quamtitativezvs. a qualitative process.

While both quantitative and qualitative developmental processes

inPly correlatione.betWeen deviant behaviors, which acts would be most

strongly intercorrelated would differ. If the developmental process

were entirely quantitative, so that.committing any one act increased

the likelihood of cOmMitting any other, all correlation's between acts

should be positive and the strength of correlation should depend prim-
_

arlIy on,temsoral relationships. Earliest occurring acts (which are

also the most frequent) should bemost.highly correlated with thenext

earliest and least strongly correlated with those appearing late (and

-rarest). If instead the causal relationships between acts were-quali-

tative, one might expect some pairs of -acts to beuncorrelated and one

would expect strongest correlations between acts.-in the same conceptual

-;eat, vhether or not they occurred close to the same ages. That is,

-Ale would expect truancy to predict school dropout better than empheta-,

.4:ine use, even though amphetamine usit a bit closet to truancy in ,

. iredianage of first occurrence.

,.We have already noted the large number of positive and significant

Correlations among our 13 deviant behaviors. There were only five

O

.

7 -0.,

negative correlations, all elope to zero.' Whils...a.quantitstive devil

opmental process would lead us to expect all rels,:iciiihips to be posi4

-tive-and-significant,in .a.sample of reasonable sime,-oursmall samle

might explain the non-significant relationships. Th4 small samplt,size

, would be particularly likely to be the explanation for failing, to find-

significant relationships when one of the pair-orbettialors was, rare..

We found, however, that pairs of acts in which one or both:behaviors

were rare (defined as 'occurring in less than 72'Of the simple) ware

about as often significantly correlated as pairs in which VOth acts

were more common (522 vs:. 57%). Thus, the failure-to find all correla-
....-

tions significant was probably not entirely due to sample size. Per -

haps then at leist.some of the relationships discovered were part of a

qualitative proctss.-

Our second - criterion for a purely quantitative developmental pro--

cess=14as thrft acts adjacent in age of appearance shOuld'Ve the most

Strongly correlated. To-see whether '-this criterionwas.met, we ihr

quiredwhether the'mostltighly.correlated,pairs.of'behaviorsalso had

the Stiallestdifferences between.the ranks:ahheir median ages of

initiation..- Tire Was a striiingessocistion-between strength of
-

correlation angliimilarity of ages, of. onset. When acts-were especially

strongly correlated (p<.001), the average difference between. the ranks
- 0

s-1

of their median age at initiation was-2.9. When the value of pWas .

greater than .001'but teas than .01, the average differvide inranke

rose to 4.0, *lie for stilljess highly-correlated pairs, it reached

5.7. pnAhe other band, the strongest correlations weresleo between

actsthat seemed conceptually-related, a fact that would argue for a

(iUslitativsdsvelopmental.process. The strongest iiiitionabips tiiiTia)117
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.Oacerrid'with-the uie of-two mood-modifying drugs- and between two,

tiaiures of'school probleas. Thus, One we have-some evidence for

AsAuantitative process, we also have a suggestion that certnin-speci

tic behaviors.ite'llkelyto induce other specific behaviors.

TO' argue convincingly that certain specific behaviors caused

others, we need to dcemore than shim that correlations between acts,

frail a 'limner conceptual
'realm-mere stronger than their Similarity

iS4requency or age of onset could explain.
W3 must also be able to

sbov that certain specific behaviors were actually followed by other

sncifie behaviors at a rate -bigher'than chance
expectation, and that

these relationslips were not spurious. The next section attacks this

problem..

An actuarialtesE fol- causal relationships between specific behaviors.

To show in i non-experimental
setting that one specific type of

.act id a plauqible caesetef
another spe,A cific act, one 'begine with

persons who have committed neither,
and shewsthat'those whit commit

the first act (ACT 1) thereafter have an increased probability-of

committing the second (ACT 2). When the two acts share a common age-

xatge of risk, the estimate of the change in probability attributable°

to the first act.Must. be adjusted for the amount of risk period Of the

second act which ha&Slready elapsed prior to thenccurreade of the -

first.

To make the requirement for
adjusting for elapsed risk clear,

assume,that-We-want to. see whether DROPOUT leads to ARREST. Table 1

shows that dropouts occurred on the average at age 16.2, while arrester

occurred at an average age of 15.2. Thus.by the timnthe everaa

___.dro?aUt_oceerra, most of the period at risk was already over. Further,-
A

1.9

the only cases for when we -can show a possible causal effect of, drop-,:.

out. on arrest are those who dropped out without a_ prior. arrest. ThuS

the-eligible-zroupjs-made up of,pgople free of early arrests. 'TO'

find a comparable group who,did'not drop. Out, we must identifYlikse

persons who not only dim not drop,out, nut.who had no arrest before

the age at-which the dropout left school. 'pay, then will thek have

thnesme length of,time at risk of arrest, the Same age period at risk,

and be equally resistant to early arreSts

To solve this problem We have codified a classic age - adjusted

actuarial_Metfid&to madege.11,two-risk condition: the risk=of,the'-,

'presumed cause (DROPOUT) aed`ts.risk of the presumed consequence

(ARREST) (Robins and Taibleson,'1?)72). This method klloys us to-rest

the significance of ,a difference in rates of a behavior between per-
.

, .

sons with-and without a prior behavior, while instituting controls

for age at risk.

All pairsof behaviors were tested -by this method, when possible.
_ '

. _

PairLyere lost to testing (a) when the "cause"-Oteurred too rarely at

any age (in lees than ten persons) to allow confidence in the-results

(e.g., OPIATES and AMPH as causes each provided no more than nine

cases still at risk of any given other behavior)., (b) when the "causal

occurred no late that ne'risk period for possible "effects" remained

(e.g., fewer than ten gases of. MARRIAGE occurred before age 17, the,

last year in which a, consequent behavior could appear), or (c) when

,the,"tonSequence" mustlogically occur prior to its hypothetical
'

,"cause",,,(as MIX! could not ba a consequence of DROPOUT). Out of the

156 theoretically possible cause - affect pairsigiva 13-behaviors, 0,
ry

warstestable.

(')
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Out of 83 tests, 33 (462 were statistically significant by chi-

square test
2

(all those marked in Table 3). Among the behaviors
\

found to predict other. behaviors, MARIJUANA, DROPOUT, and early DRINK

were the most:potent causes,-predict.ing six or seven behaviors each,

=Ore than half of those-for which tests were possible. DROPOUT and

(TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE)

ALCOHOL PROBLEMS_were theibehaviors best predicted-by other behaviors,

each predicted by six of the:other behaviors, all those in which tests

were possible for DROPOUT (that is, not blank iA, the DROPOUT row of

Table 3) and two-thirds of possible tests for ALCOHOL PROBLEMS.

Tests fur spuriousness.

The age-adjusted method as described thus far has not considered.

the possible spuriousness of these relationships. When an event has

'multiple significant "causes" (as DRO?OUT, for instance, is predicted

by six different behaviors), some of these "causes" may be.the effects

of other 'of these "causes", and simply happen ,to occur at a younger

age than the event of-interest. In orde.r to see whether a causal

relationship has been spuriously attributed, one holds constant any

lieriables,correlated with and occurring prior to both the,imputed

'ciuse and the imputed outcome. If the correlation between the "cause

eta "effect'' then remains-significant, one assumes that the common

precursor has not engendered a,spurious relationship, and the causal

relationship remains plausible.

I&the present study there remains one problem, however, Even

after we control on correlated prior behaviors, the "with cause" cases

necessarily enter the period of risk having experienced, on the aver -

age, at least oaa more type of deviant behavior than the =etched

.4

controls, because they hive-experienced the "cause" ittself. And if

that cause 48 also correlated with other forms of deviance not corre-

lated with our consequent behaViori and therefore do;held constant,

the "with cause" group may easily exceed the "without cause"-group in

average number of prior deviant behaviorieby more'than one. Then, if

there is a quantitative developmental process, i.e., if more deviadt

behaviors in the past mean a greater risk of eotle nev typeof deviance,.

we may find the "cause" significantly predicting our "effect" even 3f

there is no specific. causal relationship between them. Becaete3.both

specific behaviors and number
.

of previous behaviors can create spurious

relationships,,we_instituted _controls for both types of spuriousness.

Controlling on specific precursors. To test for spuriouSness due

to some third form of deviant behavior's explaining bOth the "cause"

and the "effect", we selected a:latched "without cause" cast' for every

. ,

"with Cause" case, whila,contri,liing on the prior occurrence of any

third type of deviance that had been found to significantly predict

° both the "cause" and its "effect". WeLthen tested for a significantly-

higher proportion showing the "effect" after the "cause" than in iti

absence.

AC"without cause"case was defined as an appropriate match for a .

"with cause" case if it met three conditions: 1) the "causal" behav-

for either did not occur before 18 (or before 15or Sex and alcohol)

or occurred only after the behavior thought to'be.it4 "effeeellad al-

ready occurred; 2) the "without cause" child had reached the ageat

which the child '"with cause" first demonstrated the "causal"_beturior

without yet Having coamitted the "effect" behavior; 3) if the
4

cause" child had already alma the third_fort of- deviant behaVior that

0 - 22 ,



right: render the "cause" spurious by the age he_first showed the

"cause ", - the "without cause" child had also shown i5(bY that age, and

if the "with cause" child had not shown that.third type of behavior

by shat age, thk "without cause" child also had not.

The first criterion identified the potential match as "without

eause",,the second criterioi.guaranteed an identical age period at

risk of the "effect", and,the third criterion guaranteed that the

cises,Were patched with respect to the presence or absence of A third

--miriable-thaemight-render-the-cause-effect relationships-spurious.

"As-an,ocomple. to ,test whether the finding that DROPOUT leads to

'MIST wasepisrious, we controlled successively on .the two events

found.significant predictors of both: ABSENCE and MARIJUANA (note

that thescarethe only two variables with a ' +' in both the DROPOUT

,and ARREST rows in Table 3). Suppose that when controlling on MARI-

JUANA, we found that our first "with cause" case had dropped out ap-14

ad had first. smoked marijuana at age 13. From the randomly ordered

data tat, the next case was selected as his Patch who either never
4,

dropped out or did so only after arrest (i.e., was not a dropout when

arrested, if arrested); who had not been arrested before or at 14, a ,

whe-had used marijuana by age 14. Though these criteria, the patched

"without cause" case was known never to have been .simuleaneausly a

dropout; and at risk of arrest; he was at risk of arrest during the

,-ssmv age pe:iod (15 to 17) as the dropout, and, like the dropout, he

44 used marijuana prior to this risk period.

Uhen &match could not be found, the "with cause" case vas dropped.

This less of cases made finding significant results more difficult,
.

.i:at only because the number was reduced,.but because the unmatchable *

cases were those at highest risk of the effect--cases in whom the mints,

appeared early and had been preceded by a precursor behaviorgiving

them more predictors and a longer period at risk._
.

McNemarts'test for matcad-pilTs=ias-applied to see whether the -

'cause-effect relatiopthip had survived this test for spuriousness:

A cause- effect relationship was considered to have survived if the

number of "with cause! cases showing the outcome still signifidantly

(p<.11) excceeed the lumber of "without ceuse"scases showing it.

iA Table 3 where

I

there are one or two asterisks,..relationships.

initially-found significant by theactuarial method have survived all

these tests for spuriousness. (Note'that DROPOUT'no longeT predicted
.

ARRUST1When ABSENCE and MARIJUANA were held constant.) Eleven of the

-- ,.relationships found significant by actuarial methods had no signifies

cant precursor of both events, and therefOicno test for spuriousness

was necessary. Of the remaining 27 relationships significant by the

actuarial method and tested for spuriousness, 15 survived. Xmong this

surviVorei'DR/NK-yas the mast frequent predictor of other fors of

deviance, predicting six other types.

dieted-five-other behaviors. DROPOUT

to thinfluence of other behavioTs.
,

eat behaviors: PAIL, ABSENCE, DRINK,

MARIJUANA and ABSENCE each pro-
:

yai the liehavior mestluseeptib2s

It was predicted by five differ.....,

SEX, and ARREST, _

All 13-type3 of deviant behaviorsurviveq this fiwat set of tests

for spuriousness as an effect of some other form of deviaJnco, and

seven behaviors survived as a cause as well: ABSMCE, FAIL,' DAIS,

SEX, ARREST, MARIJUANA, and DROPOUT.

14,
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Controllinon the number of prior deviant behaviors. To see

whether the causal relationships that withstood the test of holding
6

Constant the prediCtors of both cause and effect would ilso withstand

the test of holding constant the number of previous behaviors, we

again found,mstehes among the "without tause" cases for the "with

cause" cases. Cases were defined as "with" and "without"cause just

asthey were in oufirst test-for spuriousness, and the cases were

put iato.random order as before. Again the first matching case was

selected,,but-the qualification for matching was now the cumber of

prior behaviorsrather than the type. A matching without cause"

case larthis test was required to have exactly-the-saUe number.of

deviant-behaviors through-the igeat which the "cause" first occurred

. .

As-did-the "with cause case. Since the "cause" was itself a deviant

behavior, the "without cause" case was required to'have the same

number of other forms of deviance as the "with cause" case plus one

more to make up for the absent "cause". No attention was paid to

P
whether or not the types of. deviance were the same. Again cases L,re

discarded when noematch could be found, and again those unmatchable'

were the cases at greatest risk of the outcome--i.i., those wi thi.

largest number of precursors.

The 26 relationships thaViad survived the controls for specific

precursori were now tested to see whether the number of earlier behav*

tors rather than the preSumed "cause" might be the real predictor of

the later behavior. Only eight of these relationships suriived this

second testSt a statistically significant level. .These- successful

`survivors are marked with double asteriecs in Table 3. The eight sui

vivir.g relationships included as causes DRINK, which increased

25 .-

the risk of°MARJ and AMPH; ABStNCE, which led to FAIL,'DiD4t,,*4RIACZEc'
;

and LEFT HOME; And FAIL, whieh'led'to ABSENCE: The -two forms of els- 1

mentarY school deviance constituted the.pnly reciprocal relationship

survi4imgt-
.

Even uhen resv: were not statistically significast, in all but;

foUr cases (DRINK and SEX as causes of each other and of DROPOUT), the

"effect" behavior occurred more often when the presumedc ause-was-

among the preceding deviant behaviors-thinWhen it was absentlrom the -

same slumber-of preceding deviant behaviors. Fot,mine of these\non
.

,

significantreiationships, the proportion of-cases withfEhe effect was

at least half agaiA as large' ollowing the "cause" than in its absence,

despite an equally extelsive history of deviance. Relationships chat"

approached-significance-afta both tests "-for spuriousness hadbeen

applied included-as causes DRINK and DROPOUT, both of which portended

ALCOHOL PROBLEMS; and ARRESTS which -led to DRI:X; SEX, uhibh predicted

MARIJUANA use; and MARIJUANA, which in turn predicted use of all other

types of illicit, drugs ai,well ss ARREST.

predicted by DROPOHT.

OPIATES were additionally

Given thole trends even in the absence of many

Wiest= results, it seems probable that.-most of the behaviors entered

into this last test as possi6le "causes -were actualll' making some eon-

tribution to these "effects". However, the sharp drop is the_humber of

significant relationships when tbs.:mi.:Sir of prior behaviors was

.

constant supports the argument that. the developmental }xOcessis in.

largo part a (pant/cativo one.
. 4--
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Isireimper tint tre.'these sOecific, acts as "cause's"?

.

fact' that ,ons.aCt apparently increases the risk of in-Other is

- not:necesssriikinfOrmatioivof prectiCal IMportance. Whether it is

.iiportant,dePend0.1n pert on whether that first act its either,a necesA

:sartor.aufficient-,cauecmf the second. The first actspproximates

latialari-eause.if the secoad'act almost never occurs unless preceded

byitie firiq it,:approximates
a sufflIcient.cause-if the first act is

almoit'Advariably followed,bi`the-second. (Of course, frum a purely

..,-"7preeticilpoint'-of view, necessary and-sufficient dauseS which cannot

"le controlled are less important than less powerful causes that aretti
subject. to control. However, other things being equal, the potential

for eentrol is greatest when the cause .is necessary,ov sufficient.)
,

c

EsbIe4 evaluates the degree -to which each causal relationship

,

found-to-be-sfitistically significant or near statistical significance

after our tests for spuriousness fulfills criteria for being necessa

(TABLE 4 "%BOUT HERE)
o

or sufficient.- None of the "causal" behavidrs in Table 4 app

sUfficiend-to'produce further types'of deviance. The closes

smarioni to-sufficient causes were,ABSENCE, which half the

followed-by, DROPOUT, and ARREST, which wasslollowed by ear
.

In only two other relationsh

as ascause 4 LEAVING HOME and MARIJUANA as a cause of ARREST, did the
-

"effect" actlally occur in even one-thft&of the cases at risk follow,-

lil!alf the eligible cases.

approXi

ins was

NG

CE

ing the "cause". -Thus, if-the occurrence of the precursor were used to .
. ,

select children for intervention to prevent their committing the second

'------ -....behavior,, many children wouldzol........)ablj)be selected iftikwerde not going to e

,-

j

commit the predicted deviance-eyen ifno interventioitoolt'plate tot

who would'- commit it onli'leter, after they Were-itch:it).

While-there-areofewauffiCient causes in our list, there are
A

number ofvirtually necessary ones. OPIATES were-used.alcost solely

-(92Z) bychildren who had already-used MARIJUANA leven-thoughwery -few.

marijuana-users (152) went on to use. opiates before age-18). OPIATE

users were also almost Always -(75%) -previously high school DROPOUTS,

although again Onlyitoi dropOUts went onto use ,opiates, before ill.

The use of 'AITHETAMINESliag414 exclusively (851) amens children

whhad.begun DRINKING before 15, .wSrio ia ALCOHOL PROBLEMS (76E).

MARITUANAwse-Was 'largely restricted (78%) to children Who had already,'

had.SEE-experience.,
4

.

One of these "necessary" causes seemsrobviaUs: a child-who

doesmet.drink early'hardly has time to-develop alcohol' problems before

'18. Similarly, the rule of marijuana as a necessary stepping atone to:

opiates tins been w3deii reported. (RAndel\1975). The other relation,

ships are notself-evident. That aiphetIsmine use.rarely occurred in

the absence of early drinking may reflect theact that in the years'

.w4n these ben-were adolescent, amphetamines were typically the last

,7 illicit drug to-be initiated. Perhaps to siva). bije reached this

last outpost before 18.required a very-early interest in moodmodifyiag

drugs.

From the point of view-of those who plan to,intervene in the

natural development of deviiant,beha'vlor, the most useful discoveries'

are of iarly behiviors that are both necessary and sufficient-causes
. .
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of later-behaviors. Uhep-these are used to flag "high risk" cases,

° the intervention is directed at almost all the children likely to
.

show the behavior to be prevented and at almost no one else. Three

of the causal links discovered between deviant behaviors approach,

although they do noilulfill)bothmriteria: ABSENCE as a'cause of

'bath DROPOUT and LEFT HOME and DRINK as a cause of LEST HOME. If

there-is a. practical message in our efforts, it is that centering

efforts on preventing truancy in the first and second grade and

drinking before 15 is likely to'have the greatest payoff at least

Cost.,

DISCUSSION

Our excursion into , study of the development of deviance in,

the ehildhoeds of young urban-born black men reviewed the frequency,

ages at initiation, and temporal patterning of 13 forms of deviance.

All 13 types of deviance were found to be statistically linked. Those'

behaviors beginning young were the most cemmon and the most likely to

.

occur alone. The patterning of deviance was not random, process.

There were

would-have been expected by chance. This set us looking to-see whe-

more highly deviant and no e non-deviant children than

ther there might be a developmental process at work.

Evidence supporting a developmental process included the facts

than 1) the most frequently committed acts were those typically com-

mitted youngest, 2) strong positive correlations existed between

bethi.Olort, and 3) the songesr-correlations were between pairs of

behaviors initiated at about the sane age and conceptually-related.

These findings suggested a developmental process made up of both

quantitative and qualitative relationships.

29

Qualitative relat nships were-tested by an age-adjusted aeruat

Method f 011Owed by tests for spuriousness which required holding coaw

stant acts that werepritumptive ciuseMorhe-th-tothersof a pair: of

acts as well as the total number of prior acts. Eight relationships

survived these.testi. In addition, there were nine relationships

close to significance. While none of these early behaviors was suffi-

cient to produce other behavior's, several were virtually necessary.

Three relatiOnships-(ABSENCE4DROPOUT, DRINK4LEFT.HOME, ABSENCE -'_

LEFT HOME) came elosamnough to being both necelsary and sufficient

, -

to make them attractive candidates for efforemat intervention.

The fact that most statistically significant relatidnships berwe

specific pairs of behaviors were reduced by-controlling on nu=ber-of

prior acts suggests-that the ,development of deliiance in childhood has

an important quantitative aspect,. as well as the quaiitative,aspect

supported by relationships surviving these-tests. ,If the-developnenta

process largely quantitative, it is possible to 'forecast which

children will be the pioneers-when new forms'of deviance are intro-

duced: they will'be children who already have varied experience in.

- "conventional" deviant, behaviors. Evidence that thii-is thi-ease ha

been supported by stddies of the diffusion of drug experimentation

among adoleseepts ddring.the last,- decade. Drug experinentation began

-first among highly deviant Children; then spread to a much more btoadl

based group. :
..:

..

Establishing the plausibility of a developmental process required'

speciel,dati and specie/ analytic tools. in addition to the usual

information about what behaviors had occurred, wa needed to know at'.

Vast:swath bebalilor first- occurred. These ages thia,tad to be.used



`4;atAIY*IM'beth to:establiW-the serprence of initiations and to cope

lath,theprobleM of how-Mich of the risk-ppriod fora potential second

behaViokhad alreadyelapseefOre the first behavior occurred. Two

-itawreit-of agrriousness had to be investigatedthe common one, that

sore prior beh;Viemay have cauied both 5he presumed "cause" and

`"effeet",-and:secootti 'a source usually cierlookid, that it may have

emsimplythelact that'aome.deviant behaviors Occurred first; rather
ti

ham:s4Pseific effect of the.first. ehavior,. which accounted for the

114:eased risk.. Our data were sometimes inadequate to handle, all

--thesemequitemenis simultane Ously. A larger and less homogeneous
.

`sample of-children followed:prospectively via a panel design woulde-

have-qPieted concerns about the validity and generalizability of

urmesuits.

The ismeresults from even such a sample would not.provevlopever,,

that the relationships between number and types of behaviors are due

'to a developmental process. -It remains possible, though perhaps in-r.

probable, that discovered relationships temporally ordered

Aehaviort, even when highly reliable, valid, and not cxplaincd'by the
-

rtumber or type of oth'er behaviors preceding them, could occur simply

becansacmmmon background factors produced both forms of deviance and

this accounted

!1

for the intercorrelationMbetween them. TO resolveethie issue,; back:

ground factors must beallowed.to.compete in the analysis with

mental processes-re difficult analytic problem indeed. Meanwhile, the

present analysis-has:Pinpointed somejelationships between deviant

hehaviors.which arOilme candidates,for.further.exploration in better"'

samples andwithmeremoMplek-Analyses.

We introduced this-effort to explore the.deVelopiental patterns,

.in deviance in the hopes_ that it would have theoretical as well ss_

practical utility. 'Mow thendoes the.poseulatioa-that deviance has

its own developmental process fit into a' gencirillheorof deviance;-:

A gap Which .the developmental' approach can fill was pointed out by

Cloward and Ohlin (1960), who.noted that "the pressures that lead to

deviant patterns do not necessarily determine the particular pattern

-----of deviince-thai,resultse.-i-Ne-mnst-iherefore-explain-each-solutida

in it* own-right...." (p. A4). The developmental view is not in con-
,.

flict,With the-view that the social enVirenment *ncytha constitution .'

of the actor play:iMportent deviant behavior, but it adds.an

important-element to the armamentarinm of'pridictors: the behavioral'

sr
history.

A deVelopmental theory, specifies which new deviant behavior is

most likely to appear next. It postulates),that if a new behavior -is
. ,

adopted, th .oddi are in favor of its being the behavior which is

next,inirequency-and next in typical age of onset to the lase deviiat

behavior adopted and which is in the same conceptual area as behaviors

already_in,tha.repertoire.

---------' Zhu* are the implications of the developmental process's

beialgtoth a quantitative and qualitative one.
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-1* fled hoped that.,i,iplOring the' developmental aspects of deviance
-

iniihirhelito integrate diviiaCcresearch%into,the largerbody of research

into..-zrr.rmal,grosth and,development. -There is one obvious difference

between deviance-and normal growth that needs a theoretical bridge:

'.1hat-differente ii the likelihood that a given individual will travel.

"the whole distance." In ,normal growthand,development, the expectation
,

progression to-the end almost all children eventu ally learn to

'sulk, talk, and read; they'vary only with respect to the age at which

c.they reach these milestones. In the development of deviance, the modal

Pattari is tessation at an early age. The necessary bridge to allow

-unitiag these two apparently disparate patterns may be simply the recog-

nition of the role ;social norms play in both developmental processes..

Society presses children to develop the skills it values as rapidly as

possible and to avoid or terminate the behaviors that conflict with its

norms. (The effectiveness of such social pressures against deviance

may well explain our failure to -find a single deviant act which proved.

to-ba sufficient cause-for any subsequent act.) This formulation

vokuites assuming that the speed with-which children reach mature levels

fora particular skill that is part of normal growth and development

depends not. only on the rate of growth of biological capacity,-but also

on the priority,which their socializing agents assign to that skill. '

---"f7thie forMulatio. should-be correct, it opens up the interesting

possibility that differences between subcultures in the ages at which

'various aipects-of normal growth and development typically occur may
_

omstitute a key. to differences between thei.1.1: respective rankings of

tha.values-they hold in-common. Similarly, it suggests thai .failure

dan'be measured not only, by the'appearanciaf daViance

bUt brpostpoaanent in the etas' at which it normally terminates.
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An,actuerAelxietbod for isseisig tbo direction of influence

between twO,datablelife events. Soctologicel)Kethoda and

lasearch,1: '243-270.

=147"4thestudyalsolsasmall .normal control group for whom we
,hais seboolreeordsras well as interviews, but the controls-had
been selected for an 'absegei of serious school problems and In

-tdditiOn:lacked the detailed social and behavioral histoiies
available in the clinic records. Thus; they were not a sample
-In .4'tichie could study the deyelopment of childhood deviance.

,There is no'complatelysatisfattory way to test t'he significance
*,differences between age-adjusted rates for an addltly6 two-

' lsk model., Because of this ,problem, we have used an extremoiy
CcnserVattVe test,'and may therefore be,oyerloOklns some Causal

.1eletionships. ASee Robins and Taibleson, 13720'

',FOOTNOTES.

11.

SEX
AbSENCE

DROPOUT
ARREST

, FAIL
DRINK
LEFT HOME.

MARIJUANA
MARRIAGE
BARBS . .

; ALC PROB
AtiPHS A

OPIATES

.

DEVIANT BEHAVIORS f4 CHILDHOOD

, (223 YOUNG BLACK MEN)

Proportion
,floing This (%)

-.56

43

39

38
\34

..
,26\
20
6
6

5
4

1.

o

z.

Age-Range of
Initiations

4-14
6-14

6-17

5-17
6-13

2-14'

8-17
. 8-17

. 14-17 ,

11-17
14-17

13-17
12717

.

a

0

Medtan Age
-at: inittattvl,

.3
16.2

15.2

7.7
13.1

17..2

15.7

17.5
. 16.5

16.7

15.8
17.1 :

,

\

3 6.



TABLE 2
. -

41CH!FICANT CORRELATIONSBETWEEN BEHAVIORS

ilt.S1 J292 4 pi.O1 (15)

.OPIATE -BARBS .61- OP-ALP PR. .21

APH-BARBS, .46 DO-DK

. M.ItiAR3S, .44 OP:ARR .20

-ALC PR-AMPH .39 A.MPH-OK ..20

FAIL-ABS .39 M3-00 .19'

.P-kJ .38 MJ-ALC PR .19

OP-AMPH .37 DK-ALC PR :19

DO-ABS .33 ARR-ALC. PA .19

. AMPH-M.1 ..32 'ABS -ARR' .19

111-mARRY... .32 SrX_DO .18

MJ-LHBARB-ALC_PA .30 417
1,0-LH .29 BARB-ARR .17

DK-MJ .29 BARB-LH :17

SEX-MJ .29 BARB-SEX .17

DO-ARR .27 OP-LH . .17

DO-FAIL. .24

MJ-ARR .23 pc.05 (7).

DO-ALC PR .22

OK-LH .22 OP-DO .16

-DX-SEX, , e .22 ALC PR-SEX .16

AMPH -ARR .15,

DO-BARB .13

OK-BARB .13

. ,ABS-IN .13

ABS -HARR. .13

TABLE 3-

I

. RESULTS OrAGE-ADJUSTED ACTUARIAL
TESTS AND TESTS FOR SPURIOUSNESS.

CAUSES.

F 1.1 DO DX. BARB ARR SEX ABS FAIL Lii

-No. of Teepe
Possible. as'Caune! 8 9 11. 2 '12 12- 12 12 6.

No: tests

sitilltill:t

,. 6 + +* 4* +* +** ..*

9 + ,. +* 41% + + + 0 0 .0

7 +*:' + 0 + +* 0 0....

7 + 4* +** -0 0 . ** 0

RA' 4 o .0 ** 0 0

+* p 10
,7

1. + ** 0

4

,.. 8 4.* of 0 + 0 Cr 0- 0

EFFECTS

bOr

ALCP

BARB

ix

ARR "

HJ

OK

'OP

ANN

ADS

, FAIL

SEX

HARR

8 +* , 4.4t*

4

4

9 0 0

0

+*

0 0 0 0 :
0 0 +1*

. 1, 0 0 +**

0 0 0

d r +**..0 0

" . . .

y .. + * p<:06 by actuarial test before controls to check spuriousness

.I:. 0 * p>.06 t -
.

1.
BAlationships not testable :PE:: left41snk

.

na
-*ContFe:1114 on significant priOelori of Cause and effect, If any'; did A

-
...m... /V

roduco to n.s. .

, c. , . .

**Co:16%511Mo on both predictors and noOPr of prior behivIors ma not

,reduce to n.s.
.

See JlpPendixiTable for N's.
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EFFECTS

Do

AILCP

BARB.
.0

LU

OP

AMU

'ABS

FAIL

SEX

.

}PARR

.4)

(n)
(b)

(c)

(n)
b),
(c)

a (a)

(li;

(c)-

(a)

(b
(c)

)

(a)

lb)

(c)

(a)

(b)
(c)

(a)

(b)
(c)

la)
lb)

(c)

CAUSES

28
28,
*,

28

79
76,

55

74

HARK ARk -SEX-

0

VAIL LII

51
51, 50
43

120
56
56

89
69
34

65.
59
39

35
35, 35', 34

65

65,

32.

64, 55

79

74,

57

63

10
10x4
*

61
60, 58
*

121
42
*

88
*

65 18

31
.31,

26

31

69
69,
*

67, 67

81
`*

62
61, 60
*

123

55'

89
*

68
*

33
33,
*

33

63

58,

56
53, 46

79

57

62 -
*

120
*

86

37

68'
*

'28

28

22

48

47,
*

46'
69
*

108 87

32

65* 13
*

55

55,
*

51.

75

69

56

52.
*

. .
117
b 58

56

89
*

67 16
.*

26

24

72

44

79
*

61
*

34
34
27

70
'69,

32 .

67

81
*

62
62,61
*

124
*

89 68
*

3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a) 7
(b)
(t)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

32

26'

67 81

57

62
*

123
*

:89 60
* *

19
19,-18
*

11.
*

38
*

'28

19

-32
*

16
*

38.
*

56

-26

40

33

20

I

84
*

60
*

36 70
*

81
*

11
*

64
*

123
*

90

;37

88
*

19
*

UN: N- -cases positive for"cause'in age- adjusted test whilestill at risic of "effect"; This number aluo

rCpresentsthc number of matched pairs desiredlfar tests for sp6riousncsl. (223-8 « Cases

without "cause".)
Munk « not tesCable.

(b) R(s) « matched pairs actually obtained foi controlling on precursor behaviors.

« no common precursor.
* « age - adjusted test not significant, so no test (0 in Table 3)t

(e) H « matched pairs actually obtained for controlling on number of prior behaviors.

* « test controlling precursors not siptificarit, no no further,test (no * in Table 3).

lnod theoretically obtainnble'except when SEX wan the "cause". Since SEX wan n "cause" in more than half the

4aimple, matching all positive caeca was obviously Impossiblp. The theoretically maximum number of matchca wars

4aaAils...lig;ai=triZttilrlit_AlII-_,CarillIOridA1-1117.1jUICII(AWLI,,_ .n.



TABLE 4

vtimmy ACTS NECEUARY*ORSUFICtENT-CAUSES OF OTHERS?

. "NECESSAlY" .

MARJ+OPIATC

.st

NECESSARY?
t How Oftcn ,,, SUFFICIENT?,

Was she 2nd How Often was

Act 'Precedd the 1st Act Fol-

By the 1st lowed by thg 2nd

ORINWMPH
SEX-mARJ
DRINK ALC PROB

DROPOUT -0OPIATE

MARJ*BARR,
.

I

.

% A
92 15

85 10

78 25

76 12

75 8

59 14

, .

'BOTH ( ?)

ASSENCE4DR6POUT -60 54

DRINK;-LEAVE HOME 58 44

ABSENCE+LEAVE HOME 55 33:

"SUFFICIENT"
'

,ARREST-ARREST 21 51
.

SARJ*ARREST 16 , 36.

.
.
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